McCool invests in a little piece of heaven
Plein Air designed to feel like old-fashioned hometown neighborhood
BY MARKH. STOWERS
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his mark in the world - he accomwith 200 homes (when fully built
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sity but longed for something more
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IN PLaN AIR: Developer Campbell McCool says his homes will 'stand the test of
ment, and there currently are three
great timing, McCool created condo time '
homes available. Owners don't do
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Using the French expression for ers all that. Current owners run the
ond home in Oxford But after around in the front yard while the "open air," used. to describe painters gamut from doctors to students to
making his mark in that field, he kids threw the football. So that type who work out in the open, Plein Air teachers both young and old, marturned south towards Taylor for his of atmosphere always appealed to is adjacent to downtown Taylor.
lied and single - Plein Air has broad
next project: Plein Air.
me."
"It's about a 65-acre fanner cot- appeal.
"It's a prototypical new-urbanist
As he started to "tinker" with his ton field right on Main Street in Tay"We sell houses, not lots," Mcstyle project," he explains. "It's a idea, he knew the essential ingredi- lor," he says. "We did the whole Cool stresses. The average size of a
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square feet with three bedrooms
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McCool starting building the in- and 2 ~ bathrooms, high ceilings,
ual yards, sidewalks, a de-emphasis
"For the past 25 years, Taylor has frastructure and was working from fireplaces and wood floors. But
on cars, emphasis on front porches had an artistic bent to it," he says. scratch with no planning commis- there is also an impressive Southern
. .:. kind of an old-fashioned neighbor- "When 1was in school, 1loved hang- sian or zoning ordinances. He says Living "idea house" that encomhood."
ing out in Taylor. There's a really he could have taken full advantage passes 3,100 square feet with four
McCool had bought a home in cool vibe to it, predominantly of that and built almost anything. bedrooms, four and a half baths ~d
Taylor in the late 19905 and envi- driven by the arts. So those two en- But he didn't
three porches. The commumty
sioned a neighborhood similar to ergies came together - my interest
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Orleans.
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